GENERAL'LY SPEAKING

Week of December 18, 2017

Dispatches From
The Eisenhower Memorial Commission

Happy Holidays and
Warm Wishes for 2018!

- From all of us at the Eisenhower Memorial Commission -
Salute to Ike's Supporters

This week the Commission is delighted to announce receipt of two gifts. One from Hugh K. Schilling at the General of the Army giving level and the second from the Dr. Scholl Foundation at the Legacy giving level.

EMC would like to express its sincere gratitude to the Grayson College Student Veterans Association for taking the initiative to raise funds in support of the construction of the Eisenhower Memorial. Grayson College is located in Denison, Texas, the birthplace of Dwight Eisenhower, making their support particularly noteworthy. We are inspired that the student veterans unanimously voted to support the construction of a national memorial to, in their own words, “their city and state's most revered veteran.”

We extend our deepest appreciation to all of our donors for their generous contributions in support of Ike's memorial. Donations from our supporters make it possible for us to move ever closer to completing construction on the National Eisenhower Memorial in the heart of our nation's capital.

Donate now at Pay.Gov to make an online contribution and join the many patriotic Americans, multi-national corporations, foreign nations and elementary school students in honoring this great American, Dwight D. Eisenhower.

All donors are prominently recognized on our Virtual Donor Wall.

Live Construction Camera

The construction camera for the Eisenhower Memorial construction

Make a Contribution

Join us in honoring and celebrating Ike's life and legacy by memorializing him in our Nation's capital.

Donate at Pay.Gov
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site is now available online. Virtually visit the site here and click the play icon (at the lower center of the page) to view the time-lapse video and follow the memorial’s progress.

---

**Ike's Timeless Legacy**

**First Supreme Allied Commander, Europe (SACEUR) of NATO**

“In all history this is the first time that an Allied Headquarters has been set up in peace to preserve the peace, and not to wage war.”

-Dwight D. Eisenhower

On December 19, 1950, Eisenhower was appointed as the first Supreme Allied Commander, Europe (SACEUR) of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) by President Truman following the request of eleven NATO member nations. Under his leadership, a framework was established for the defense of Western Europe from Soviet aggression and the promotion of political integration.

---

**TIMELINE MILESTONE:** Chosen As NATO’s SACEUR

To learn more about the precedent set by Eisenhower’s command, check out the timeline milestone and Pivotal Moment film, NATO, 1951, which features an interview with the 16th SACEUR Admiral James Stavridis

---

"This is the President of the United States speaking. Through the marvels of scientific advance, my voice is coming to you from a
satellite circling in outer space. My message is a simple one. Though this unique means, I convey to you and all mankind, America's wish for peace on earth and good will to men everywhere."

- The first voice message broadcasted from outer space to Earth, Dwight Eisenhower, December 19, 1958

[VIDEO] Space Race, 1958 - Launching America's Era of Space Exploration

Listen to the recording and learn more about Eisenhower's role in the creation of NASA in the Space Race Pivotal Moment film featuring an interview with the late Senator and American hero, John Glenn.

Test Your Ike'spertise

Trivia Question: In 1959, the Eisenhowers set a long-standing record for the number of trees in the White House. How many did they have?

(See answer below)
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Trivia Answer: 26 trees filled every floor of the house. The record held until 1997 when the Clinton administration installed 36 trees for their “Santa's Workshop” theme. Happy Holidays!

One of the many silver-tinseled Eisenhower Trees on display at the White House during the 1954 holiday season (Image courtesy of the Eisenhower Presidential Library)
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**Creative Team**

Frank O. Gehry, *Memorial Designer*

Sergey Eylanbekov, *Sculptor*

Tomas Osinski, *Tapestry Designer*

Gehry Partners - AECOM, *Joint Venture*

Local Projects, *E-Memorial Designer*

Roy Rosenzweig Center for History and New Media, *Teacher Resources Developer*

**E-Memorial Content Committee**

Kim Barbieri

Michael Birkner

George Colburn

Lou Galambos

Daun van Ee

**Subject Matter Experts**

*West Point:* Carlo D’Este

*D-Day:* Adrian Lewis

*NATO:* Gregory Pedlow

*Winning The Presidency:* William Pickett

*Waging Peace:* Jack Foust Matlock, Jr.

*Little Rock:* David Nichols

*Space Race:* Roger Launius
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